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Chromothripsis in Healthy Individuals
Affects Multiple Protein-Coding Genes and Can
Result in Severe Congenital Abnormalities in Offspring

Mirjam S. de Pagter,1 Markus J. van Roosmalen,1 Annette F. Baas,1 Ivo Renkens,1 Karen J. Duran,1

Ellen van Binsbergen,1 Masoumeh Tavakoli-Yaraki,1,3 Ron Hochstenbach,1 Lars T. van der Veken,1

Edwin Cuppen,1,2 and Wigard P. Kloosterman1,*

Chromothripsis represents an extreme class of complex chromosome rearrangements (CCRs) with major effects on chromosomal archi-

tecture. Although recent studies have associated chromothripsis with congenital abnormalities, the incidence and pathogenic effects of

this phenomenon require further investigation. Here, we analyzed the genomes of three families in which chromothripsis rearrange-

ments were transmitted from amother to her child. The chromothripsis in the mothers resulted in completely balanced rearrangements

involving 8–23 breakpoint junctions across three to five chromosomes. Two mothers did not show any phenotypic abnormalities,

although 3–13 protein-coding genes were affected by breakpoints. Unbalanced but stable transmission of a subset of the derivative chro-

mosomes caused apparently de novo complex copy-number changes in two children. This resulted in gene-dosage changes, which are

probably responsible for the severe congenital phenotypes of these two children. In contrast, the third child, who has a severe congenital

disease, harbored all three chromothripsis chromosomes from his healthy mother, but one of the chromosomes acquired de novo

rearrangements leading to copy-number changes. These results show that the human genome can tolerate extreme reshuffling of chro-

mosomal architecture, including breakage of multiple protein-coding genes, without noticeable phenotypic effects. The presence of

chromothripsis in healthy individuals affects reproduction and is expected to substantially increase the risk of miscarriages, abortions,

and severe congenital disease.
Complex chromosomal rearrangements (CCRs) underlie

congenital abnormalities and are thought to be an impor-

tant contributor to spontaneous abortions in females and

to infertility in males.1–4 Phenotypically normal individ-

uals harboring CCRs have been described, but typically

have a copy-number-balanced profile and less-complex re-

arrangements than phenotypically abnormal individuals.

Chromothripsis represents an extreme form of CCRs and

has previously been linked to cancer and severe congenital

abnormalities. The phenomenon is characterized by local

shattering of one or multiple chromosomes and random

reassembly of the fragments and typically has a devas-

tating effect on chromosomal architecture and a major

impact on human health.5–9

We further examined the genomes of two previously

described children referred to our Medical Center for a va-

riety of complex congenital abnormalities, and we also

investigated the genome of one additional child (Table

S1)8,10,11. We obtained appropriate informed consent

from the involved subjects to analyze their genomes and

publish the findings. By using Illumina BeadChip arrays

or custom Agilent 105k microarrays, we identified from

two to five de novo copy-number changes per child;

changes ranged in size from 150 kb to 27 Mb and involved

2 or 3 chromosomes per child (Figure S1). Giemsa

(G)-banded chromosome analysis revealed the presence

of CCRs involving 1–3 chromosomes in each of the three
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children (Figures S2A–S2D). Chromosome analysis of the

parents showed that in all three cases the mother’s karyo-

type contained all derivative chromosomes identified in

her child (Figures S2E–S2H), whereas each of the three fa-

thers displayed a normal karyotype. Furthermore, we iden-

tified an additional three derivative chromosomes in the

mother of child 1 and one additional derivative chromo-

some in the mother of child 2 (Figures S2F and S2G). Kar-

yotyping did not reveal any differences between derivative

chromosomes identified in child 3 and her mother (Figures

S2D and S2H), but previously published FISH (fluorescence

in situ hybridization) studies identified de novo rearrange-

ments occurring in the child and resulting in the de novo

deletion and duplication.11 Notably, mothers 1 and 3 are

healthy, whereas mother 2 displays a much milder pheno-

type than her affected child; this phenotype consists of

delayed psychomotor development and major learning

difficulties but no facial dysmorphisms.10 We analyzed

chromosome spreads from at least 20 lymphocytes and

did not find evidence for mosaicism in the mothers.

To further explore the complexity of the chromosomal

rearrangements, we performed whole-genome mate-pair

sequencing for all three children and their mothers (Table

S2).7,8 We selected breakpoints by filtering data for these

three mother-child pairs against a set of 150 control

mate-pair datasets and against data from the Genome of

the Netherlands Project.12 In addition, we performed
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Figure 1. Chromothripsis Involving Mul-
tiple Chromosomes Can Be Stably Present
in Healthy Individuals
(A) Circos plots of breakpoint junctions
(solid lines) in the three mothers. Lines
are colored according to the orientation
of the breakpoint junction, from low to
high chromosomal coordinate: tail-head
(blue), head-tail (green), head-head (red),
and tail-tail (orange). 13, 23, and 8 rear-
rangements were detected in mothers 1,
2, and 3, respectively.
(B) Schematic diagram showing the exact
genomic positions and orientations of
breakpoint junctions detected in mother
1. Sets of adjacent white arrows indicate a
double-strand break (DSB), and connect-
ing lines between two arrows indicate
breakpoint junctions. This panel shows
our rationale for resolving chromosomal
structure on the basis of the breakpoint
junctions. We produced digital karyotypes
by following the breakpoint junctions. By
doing so, we predicted that the breakpoint
junctions in mother 1 gave rise to four de-
rivative chromosomes, indicated by the
colored lines: der(9) (red), der(10) (blue),
der(14) (green), and der(16) (yellow). This
configuration is fully in line with the kar-
yotypes derived from G-banded chromo-
some analysis (Figure S2).
validation assays with PCR and Sanger sequencing. We

identified 13 (mother 1), 23 (mother 2), and 8 (mother 3)

unique breakpoint junctions in the mothers; their se-

quences are consistent with non-homologous repair mech-

anisms (Figure 1A, Table S2). Furthermore, plotting of the

breakpoint junctions onto the reference genome revealed

signatures of double-stranded DNA breaks (Figure 1B,

Figure S3). We used the orientations and positions of the

breakpoint junctions to reconstruct digital karyotypes, re-

sulting in four derivative chromosomes for mother 1 and

five for mother 2 (Figure 2).6–8,13 We were unable to

completely reconstruct the derivative chromosomes for

mother 3; probably, we missed some breakpoint junctions

because the repetitive character of the affected genomic re-

gions (e.g., 3q29) hampered the unique mapping of

sequence reads (Figure S3B). The reconstructed chromo-

somes match the G-banded chromosome analysis for

mother 1 (Figure 2A). However, mate-pair sequencing re-

vealed that five (chr6, chr7, chr9, chr10, and chr12) rather

than two chromosomes were involved in the rearrange-

ments in mother 2, emphasizing the importance of next-

generation sequencing for revealing the full complexity

of the rearrangements (Figure 2B). Taken together, the

presence of large numbers of clustered double-stranded

breaks affecting a single haplotype, the randomness of

breakpoint-junction orientations and DNA-segment order,

and the ability to walk the derivative chromosomes pro-

vide strong evidence that the rearrangements in the three

mothers and their children resulted from germline chro-

mothripsis (Figure 1B, Figure S3A, Table S3).13 Regularly

oscillating copy-number states—typical for cancer chro-
652 The American Journal of Human Genetics 96, 651–656, April 2, 2
mothripsis—were not observed, consistent with the more

balanced state of previously described germline-chromo-

thripsis–affected individuals. Seven out of 13 published

cases are completely balanced, whereas the other six cases

show only 2–4 copy-number changes.6–8,14,15 The more

balanced state of germline chromothripsis is generally

thought to be a consequence of selective pressure during

embryogenesis.6,16

The large numbers of breakpoints in each of the three

mothers, and the lack of a phenotype in two of them, raised

the question of whether breakpoints affected their gene

function. By examining the overlap between breakpoints

and protein-coding genes, we found that 3, 9, and 13 genes

have breakpoints in, or in close proximity (<20 kbdistance)

to, such a gene inmothers 1, 2, and 3, respectively (Figure 3,

Figure S4A, Table S4). The affected genes contain break-

points in introns (14genes), exons (onegene), thepromoter

region (five genes), or the 30 region of the gene (five genes).

Five of the affected genes are annotated as disease-associ-

ated genes in OMIM; three of these are found in mother 2,

who suffers from delayed psychomotor development and

major learning difficulties (Table S1). Seven genes are

affected by intronic or exonic breakpoints in the two

healthy mothers (mothers 1 and 3; Figures 3B and 3C).

Because all gene disruptions are heterozygous, next we

tested for the probability of haploinsufficiency of the

affected genes by applying a metric previously described

by Huang et al.17 This did not categorize any of the genes

as very likely to be haploinsufficient, consistent with the

absence of a phenotype in two out of three mothers

(Figure S4B). In addition, we examined exome sequencing
015
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Figure 2. Reconstruction of Digital Karyotypes Based on the Breakpoint Junctions in Mothers 1 and 2
(A) Karyogram and digital karyotype as derived from the sequencing data of mother 1. Chromosome segments are colored according to
their origin: chr9 (red), chr10 (blue), chr14 (green), and chr16 (yellow). Der(9) and der(10) harbor a region with a large number of small
rearranged fragments (zoom panels). Arrows indicate the orientation of the chromosomal fragments; dotted gray lines indicate break-
point junctions. The predicted structure of the rearranged chromosomes matches the G-banded karyotype of the mother.
(B) Karyogram and digital karyotype as derived from sequencing data of mother 2. Chromosome segments are colored according to their
origin: chr6 (purple), chr7 (green), chr9 (red), chr10 (blue), and chr12 (yellow). Der(7), der(9), and der(12) each harbor one or multiple
regions with a large number of small rearrangements (zoom panels). In contrast to that of mother 1, karyotyping of mother 2 revealed
only two [der(9) and der(12)] out of five derivative chromosomes detected by mate-pair sequencing (Figure S2G).
data from the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) and

found that multiple loss-of-function mutations are re-

ported for 22/25 affected genes (Figure S4C). Previous

studies have shown that every human genome contains

around 100 loss-of-function variants.18 Our data further
The Am
emphasize the permissiveness of the genome to gene-dis-

rupting changes and to massive relocations of chromo-

somal segments within a single, healthy individual.

After the reconstruction of the digital karyotypes, we set

out to determine the link between the chromothripsis in
erican Journal of Human Genetics 96, 651–656, April 2, 2015 653
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Figure 3. Chromothripsis Breakage Affects Protein-Coding Genes
(A) Number of genes affected by chromothripsis breakpoints in mothers 1, 2, and 3. Genes are considered affected if a break occurred in,
or in close proximity (within <20 kb distance) to, the gene.
(B) Three genes are disrupted by breakpoints in mother 1; red arrowheads indicate the location of the break.
(C) Five out of 13 genes affected by breakpoints in mother 3.
the mothers and the severe congenital phenotypes in their

children. We used mate-pair sequencing and did not iden-

tify any de novo breakpoint junctions in the children,

despite the presence of multiple unique copy-number

changes. For family 1, 5 out of the 13 rearrangements

were detected in both the mother and her child. These

represent all junctionsonder(9),whereasnoneof thebreak-

point junctions on the other three derivative chromosomes

present in mother 1 were detected in her child (Figure 1B,

Figure 4A); these results are consistent with the G-banded

chromosome analysis. Out of the 23 breakpoint junctions

detected in mother 2, her son harbored 16, representing

the complete der(7) and der(12) chromosomes, whereas

none of the junctions on der(6), der(9), or der(10) were

detected inhim (Figure S5A, Figure 2B). These findings indi-

cate that the children inherited a subset of derivative chro-

mosomes from their mothers and did not acquire any addi-

tional breakpoints upon germline transfer. In support of

this, partial inheritance of the chromothripsis chromo-

somes explains all de novo copy-number changes in chil-

dren 1 and 2 (Figure S1, Figure 4A, Figure S5A). Remarkably,

the interstitial deletion on chr9 of child 1 is a result of five

distinct, sequential chromosomal fragments that have

been inserted in der(10), which was not transmitted to

this child (Figure 4B). Similarly, the three copy gains in

9p21–24 in child 2 are a direct consequence of the presence

of eight, rather than three, distinct segments of chromo-

some 9 inserted into der(12) (Figure 4B). Finally, we exam-

ined the transmission of breakpoint junctions in family 3.

Seven out of eight junctions identified in the mother were

also detected in the child (Table S2). The breakpoint junc-

tion missing in the child flanks the de novo deletion on

1q21.3 and matches the loss of this segment from der(3)

in the child (Figure S5B).11 Unfortunately, we did not iden-

tify a de novo breakpoint junction that explains the termi-

nal 3q29 duplication in child 3.

Previously detected CCRs in healthy individuals harbor

relatively few breaks.4 In contrast, the three mothers pre-
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sented here show a 1.1- to 2.6-fold increase in the number

of rearrangements compared to those of their severely

affected children, indicating that a larger number of break-

points does not necessarily lead to more severe disease.

Thus, the massive genome breakage and reassembly that

occurred in the mothers is not the primary determinant of

the phenotypic consequences in their children. Instead,

the congenital abnormalities in the three children are

caused by the CNVs that resulted from the partial or unsta-

ble transmission of the chromothripsis chromosomes. In

support of this, trisomy 16qter, which is found in child 1,

has previously been found to cause severe psychomotor

retardation, facial dysmorphisms, and multiple other

congenital defects, including heart, skeletal, kidney, gall

bladder, and genital abnormalities.19,20 Most, if not all,

abnormalities observed in this child can probably be attrib-

uted to the 27 Mb trisomy of 16qter. The phenotypes of

children 2 and 3 can also largely be explained by their

CNVs, as described previously.10,11 For child 2, this is

further supported by the findings in two of his siblings,

who only share the mother’s much milder phenotype and

who did not harbor the chr9 duplications and chr12

deletions found in child 2 (Figure S6A). Interestingly, PCR

and Sanger sequencing revealed that both siblings have

also only partially inherited the chromothripsis chromo-

somes from their mother, albeit a different subset of them

(Figure S6B). Like child 2, the siblings inherited der(7) and

der(12) but not der(6) or der(10) from their mother; how-

ever, unlike child 2, they additionally inherited der(9), lead-

ing to copy-number balanced chr9 and chr12.

In conclusion, our results give important insights into

the permissiveness of the human genome to extreme

CCRs by demonstrating that it can tolerate massive chro-

mothripsis rearrangements, disrupting multiple protein-

coding genes, without phenotypic consequences. This sug-

gests that chromothripsis, although rare, might be more

common in the general population than previously ex-

pected. To date, ~100 apparently balanced CCRs have
015
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Figure 4. Stable but Partial Inheritance of Chromothripsis Chro-
mosomes Can Lead to Highly Complex Copy-Number Changes
(A) Schematic representation of the breakpoint junctions
detected in child 1. The CNVs detected in this child are ex-
plained by the structure of the inherited der(9). Connected lines
between two arrows indicate breakpoint junctions. Adjacent
white arrows indicate DSBs, and gray arrows indicate a single
end of a break that was found to be a DSB in the mother. The
other single end of these DSBs is located on der(10), der(14),
or der(16), which were not inherited by the child, explaining
the CNVs.
(B) Apparently simple CNVs can consist of multiple, highly rear-
ranged, sequential chromosomal fragments rather than one solid
fragment. Top: a deletion on chr9 in child 1 is a consequence of
a highly complex rearrangement of five sequential chromosome
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been described in phenotypically normal individuals expe-

riencing a broad range of reproductive problems.4 Some of

these individuals might be affected by chromothripsis,

given that the relatively low-resolution techniques used

to identify these individuals are unable to uncover the

full complexity of their CCRs.

In line with previous findings, including the fact that the

presence of a CCR often leads to infertility in males, the

chromothripsis chromosomes in this study are transferred

frommother to child.3 We demonstrate that chromothrip-

sis in healthy females can severely impact reproduction by

causing miscarriages, abortions, and the birth of children

with multiple congenital abnormalities and develop-

mental delay (Table S1). The copy-number-neutral char-

acter of the chromothripsis rearrangements found in the

mothers in this study shows the necessity of the use of a

combination of detection methods rather than the use of

CNV analysis alone for couples experiencing a broad range

of reproductive problems.
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